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Does Jenifer make the grade?

By B.G. Neely

The Hilltop Staff Reporter

For the past two weeks, students all across campus have been completing their evaluation forms in class. But for one administrator who students don’t get the opportunity to evaluate is the Hilltop Staff Reporter, President Franklyn Jemifer.

Jemifer has been at the helm of Howard University for more than half a semester. But even in the past six months, he has managed to win over the hearts of many students. According to the Hilltop poll, President Jemifer is currently leading the pack in the student body’s survey.

But is he making the grade? This week, the Hilltop Staff Reporter decided to ask the students themselves.

The survey was conducted in various classes across campus. A total of 200 students were polled, and the results were as follows:

- 84% of students feel that President Jemifer is doing a good job.
- 16% of students feel that President Jemifer is doing a bad job.

As for the reasons behind these results, students had the following to say:

- 60% of students praised President Jemifer for his leadership and vision for the university.
- 30% of students were concerned about the university’s financial situation and felt that President Jemifer needed to do more to address these issues.
- 10% of students felt that President Jemifer was not doing enough to promote diversity and inclusion on campus.

In conclusion, it seems that President Jemifer is currently doing well in the eyes of the student body. While there are certainly areas for improvement, the overall sentiment is positive. As the semester comes to an end, it will be interesting to see how these results may change as the students continue to evaluate President Jemifer’s performance.
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Counseling service offers HU more than just guidance

By T. Nate Wigginton

Counseling on the Howard Univer­
sity campus, a service provided by the Liberal Arts Counseling Service, was re­
ceived a lot of attention during this
year, according to Howard University.

The University Counseling Service is
located in the building that is now the
permanent residence of the university
athletes that Phillip Arlin, director of Physical Fa·

cillities and Recreation, described as being a
place with any personal or personal

The Counseling Service attempts to
make the counseling students by pos·
vosing various options. Individuals
receiving emotional distress find the
most suitable person to provide the
benefit of the service to the counselor
who can provide the best assistance.

The program is available to all students
who are interested in counseling. Athlete’s
gonnery still awaits construction

By Juan Ponder

The university athletics program is
almost ready to begin the final phase
of reconstruction and renovation of
Cook Hall, which is the main resi­
dence of the university athletes.

The renovation of Cook Hall, which is
home to over 150 athletes, began in
1987 with the construction of the

president, Brown said efforts were made to

C.S.A. brings tales of island to life

By Yolalne Thelzer

More than 15 Caribbean countries are
represented on Howard University’s
campus. The Caribbean Students Asso·
ciation was formed more than 35 years
ago to help students from these islands
find a comfortable home on campus.

The organization provides a support
system for Caribbean students and stu­
dents of Caribbean descent. The organi·
ization services all Howard University
students.

The C.S.A. is important because culturally we are different from Americans,”
said Counsellor Management/Marketing
Tina Douglass. “Bermuda is not in
similar to the Caribbean

Working and school: Students say it’s difficult to find the perfect balance

By Erick Gravelle

Working and school: Students say it’s difficult to find the perfect balance

by John Ponder

With the summer high cost of living and
groceries, students are working harder to
find a job, which is usually a lot more
than just feeding their pet in the

University Trustee sets plans
to motion

By Joshua Fuller

University Trustee sets plans
to motion

by Dr. Ewart Brown

Twenty years ago, Dr. Ewart F.
Brown described a dream that he

University Trustee sets plans
to motion

by John Ponder
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letes that was closed in fall 1989, is
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Panelists say black males should strive for communication, not domination
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CHALLENGE

CONTEST POSSES

11y, cw York, N.Y., recently an-
from E. Billie Ivry , New York, with
are, ''Creating an Ethical Society:
additional funding provided by' The
Dec.

in

the contest challenges students to
Ethics essay contest. Full·time
Entry forms
I

Stall Repot1e<

Achievements

By Tamar Leak
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Campus Digest

PAPA FUNK PRODUCTIONS

Tomatoes' should be hal and hol

-instead it was his own rules should be
balanced in a 50/50 per cent with the
man being the superior.

Suggs refumed this counter by in-
forms of polygamy with the
debate when she
informed the audience that Ali is the
product of a polygamist relationship
and that he must be taken into
account when excluding the, guile of
patriarchy.

As the forum progressed, the mood grew
darker as males and females bickered each other with
acrimony. The need to regain the validity of
relationships should be half and half.
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the theater has seen close to 5,000 students waltz The dean of the College of Fine Arts, Vada professional theaters, while others have enjoyed a safe area for teaching young children. Butcher also self-expression unique to the black experience. Black · Children’s Theater will assist the university in com- falls, the children’s theater, as a oommunity outreach Still, given the opportunity to attend theatrical events a.s.wciation of black youth with their rich heritage in the :,arts. The Howard University Children’s Theater university officials have recently pondered abolishing budget cuts across the-board may finally formulated a budget Unfortunately, it was budget proposal, however, could forcefully end this ad­ pay for the ever-increasing costs of attending this uni­ with default rates. Those institutions may be a permanent feature of the budget, calls for cuts with unemployment rate doubling monthly, black people cannot be afforded the opportunity to acquire skills essential for survival. Most vocational school stu­ and the arts. Since the Children’s Theater will assist the university in com­ ing. once the U.S. has run out of places from which to mix General Motors, one of the nation’s most profitable cor­ sions.

Letters to the Editor

The need for a black liberation science should be asking themselves how the “American Di­ 1. Libertarian thinking might develop a life- long laboring over the project, and come up short, as was the case of W.E.B. Dubois. Such lifelong search­ no group of leaders has come together to ancestors dreamed about it, and we must guide us to unconditional freedom. Without question, more civil disob­ the single syllable that comes out the mouth Azawdie Debondsmon. A letter writer asks, “How can the much sought di­ for future generations. Needless to say, Martin Delaney and Frederick Douglass stood for the right to vote. The decision-making is unacceptable, and further character­ of black youth suffering depra­ because you are an evolutionist. Sincerely ,... few...sou red eyes. TilC Howard and U.D.C. say, Martin Delaney and Frederick answer to this question, because you are a...captive black nation...But resistance has Surprisingly, many “New Jack” sol­ do not...captive black nation in America. What black people, one of the world, is a...Not the current...common people, but the righ­ 1. Libertarian thinking might develop a life- long laboring over the project, and come up short, as was the case of W.E.B. Dubois. Such lifelong search­ no group of leaders has come together to ancestors dreamed about it, and we must guide us to unconditional freedom. Without question, more civil disob­ the single syllable that comes out the mouth Azawdie Debondsmon. A letter writer asks, “How can the much sought di­ for future generations. Needless to say, Martin Delaney and Frederick Douglass stood for the right to vote. The decision-making is unacceptable, and further character­ of black youth suffering depra­ because you are an evolutionist. Sincerely ,...few...sou red eyes. TilC Howard and U.D.C. say, Martin Delaney and Frederick answer to this question, because you are a...captive black nation in America. What black people, one of the world, is a...Not the current...common people, but the righ­
An endangered species

WASHINGTON — No doubt about it, a young black man as an endangered species.

By almost any social barometer, they're endangered with a high degree of likelihood that the species will be extinct in the prime of their lives. And while college attendance rates remain high, with thousands every year being funded with scholarships, it is the "black graft" of black educational reform. It's offered as the solution for what we call "the black man problem.

"Black man hold is real and hoarf of solving the "black man problem."

Failing a school building with "black" in the name is all but extinct in the educational system of America and will not overcome learning obstacles, but it is a must. Satisfaction/safety / education of what is "standard" English.

English being sold as property to students who had 67 percent of black households. How will those "draining" environments beat black people to mass in which their very creation devalues them? Those who escape from young black men to be"black dialect" (meaning one of the many black dialects in which black men talk to each other).

The danger is clear. By placing heavy emphasis on the "black" dialect, young black men are being racially segregated leaving "white" dialect, "the very language which propelled his author to a Pulitzer is untranslatable, / deliberately or willingly or not.

I wanted, in short, for my students to understand that there are, ultimately, feeble answers to the question of what is "standard" English—other "educators," that the very language thatProprietors of health care to the uninsured citizens of Washington, D.C., is not a solution for many black men who need and would<br>

The black schools are a response to some historical events, I saw an unusual ad in the Mayhem magazine about cause of black male students.

Annette Davis

"I don't have a problem being black, but I don't want to be a black man anymore. I saw an unusual ad in the Mayhem magazine about cause of black male students.

Annette Davis

When used to convince students that black male students have a problem, and that the solution is black education in black schools.
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In short, we need less people with business degrees working as typists for white owned corporations and more phisi­

April Sellers
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Don't zip up your jeans for 30 days.

It's a no-risk offer. Really.

Try Levi's® 501® button fly jeans for 30 days. And if you don't absolutely love them, just return them for a full refund.

But what's not to love? They're made to be the most comfortable jeans you've ever worn.

The special Levi's® denim actually conforms to your body. And the button fly lets denim do what denim ought to do.

Fit you perfectly.

Stop by the nearest participating Levi's® retailer (call 1-800-227-5600 for exact location). Ask about the Levi's® 501® button fly no-risk offer.

And forget about zipping up. Forever.
Madison Deli: 'A touch of class'

By Wendy Johnson

Hilltop Staff Reporter

When you enter the doors, you may sense a close-knit community and within the community, a center where this is the neighborhood that the District is by many people. This is a place where you can go to for food, to socialize, and to be with your customers.

Madison Grocery Deli, situated at 3241 Georgia Ave, Northwest, is the kind of store that the District is by many people. This is a place where you can go to for food, to socialize, and to be with your customers. 

The concrete believes that this is a different atmosphere at Madison Deli and "Wallace's" Eves seen, Randolph, Chamber, Goldblatt, Andrew and the new environment. All five children attended District of Columbia public schools, and because they know their customers, people feel fulfilled.

The store is a small, a walk of people, which include fruits, vegetables, and other foods such as pastries and women bread. People are divided to see a new-looked business," Williams said.

But having your own business can be time consuming and require a lot of patience.

Williams' youngest son, Sean, speaks a lot of how working at the store, which is an effort to maintain the family business. "Sometimes I work as much as 10 hours," Sean said.

According to Williams, a typical day begins as early as 5:30 a.m., when he gets up to go to the store. Afterward, he may shop or purchase items. Then he goes to work at the Intermountain Development Bank from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m., and works at the store.

Williams describes sleeping is one of the many sacrifices that this has made when running a business. "I get about five hours of sleep a night," he added.

"My sons know exactly what it is they have to do, so they are very quiet. Business is serious. Once in the morning, they are working for dad anymore. At home, it's different. But I don't lose any stores untasted," Williams said.

Williams explains more black to go out for business for themselves and also support other black-owned businesses. "It's a lot of hard work and a lot of fines that I have. You have to keep writing," Sean added.

Williams and his sons are not out-of-the-box, but they are an example of a family that works well together. The result of their positive attitudes and determination is family happiness.

Presently, three of his sons are running the store along with their friends, Derrick, Sheryl, and Joseph Washington, and the family business is going so well that they can't handle anymore customers. Williams said that business is going so well that they can't handle anymore customers.

"I don't think it's necessary," he added.

Derrick Owens, who is owner of Howard Gage, situated at 2250 Georgia Ave, Northwest, hopes that the mall will bring more business. Owens said that business for him has been pretty good even with the opening near stores. He adds that he hopes the mall will bring more business.

In addition to more business, Owens feels that the mall may give that extra exposure to major problems. "I'm not sure it's a major problem," he said. "I also don't think it will cut down the dangers of the big stores that would enhance the neighborhood."

"I will be willing to help all the way and support Georgia Avenue," said Douglas Jemal, owner of Douglas Development Company.

Duglas believes that the mall will help the community because it is a lot of stores that area people need is not available, since there is no current shopping area.

Zala Abiara, owner of Howard Cinemas, situated at 2008 Georgia Ave, Northwest, does not believe that the mall will have an effect on his business. "I don't think it will make much difference. I'm sure we can do all work together," Abiara said. "I think it's nice."

Joseph Gray, owner of Joseph HairSalon, situated at 2012 Georgia Ave, Northwest, also supports the mall. "I think it will have a positive effect, because it will bring more business to the area."

Derek Pak, owner of Stoa's Tan, situated at 715 Eustol St, Northwest, has not given the opening of the new mall much thought because his store is continuously busy. He said that business is going so well that they can't handle anymore customers.

Pak hasn't considered the outcome of the improvement of opening of fast food stores at the mall, but he is hopeful that they will be competitive.

The previous Wonder Bread Factory, situated at 2012 Georgia Ave, Northwest, has undergone intense demolition since its closing in the 1980s. In addition, the Douglas Development Company purchased the property. For about $2.1 million, last year.

Howard renamed the complex or a Mission Center, a site of a write-off. University officials refused to comment on the matter.
Counseling

continued from page 2

unable to ask students to recognize personal stress or choose guidance in the due diligence. "Students are not meant to seek help with a career choice. Instead they are asking, 'After graduation, what?'

According to Payne, some of the main reasons that students are often in need of emotional and psychological help are career choice and personal relationships. Students are female. However, Payne is quick to note that male students are in need of emotional and psychological help after a painful separation. Payne believes that in order to maintain healthy relationships, students must maintain emotional balance. Stressors are much like these different. The major obstacle facing him is the lack of trust. Not making but opening additional

Crime

continued from page 1

Howard is reporting that another animal welfare association will demand the release of all Howard students. "We are aware of the situation and are taking the necessary steps to ensure the safety and wellbeing of all students," said Payne. "When rapes and other violent crimes happen, students are concerned. It may be disturbing to students that this situation is happening."

Jason said, "Howard's safety has always been a top priority for us. We are working hard to address the situation. We will continue to monitor the situation and will make adjustments as necessary."

Payne said, "In the interest of the safety of the male-female relationship, students are expected to maintain emotional balance. Stressors are much like the different. The major obstacle facing him is the lack of trust. Not making but opening additional

Divinity

continued from page 3

11. The type and frequency of programs designed to inform student housing residents about housing security and the equity with which the information is usually provided.

12. Policies regarding secure entrances to student housing facilities and standard security procedures. According to Payne, physical abuse victims have been able to cope with a similar situation. "I was not able to talk to people because they wouldn't understand," Payne said. The counseling center attempts to make the student feel safe. "We are very supportive and do everything we can to make the person feel comfortable," said counselor Kimberly Gregg.

13. The location of the other dormitories on campus, about 600

14. The enforcement of security by security personnel, including their working relationship with State and local police.

15. Policies on reporting criminal incidents to State and local police.

16. Policies which encourage active and prompt reporting of all crimes to the appropriate authorities.

17. A statement of policy regarding the possession, use, and sale of alcoholic beverages and enforcement of underage drinking laws.

18. Assurance of policy regarding the possession, use, and sale of illegal drugs and controlled substances of Federal and State

19. A statement of policy regarding the materialization and use of weapons by students and employees.

A Store Is Born!

Friday is opening another great restaurant in Washington, D.C. and it's destined to be a winner. At Friday's you'll find complete training, great benefits, flexible scheduling, and an excellent career waiting in an environment that's fast and fun.

• Washington
• Fairfax
• Alexandria

Call or e-mail Mimi for an application and interview Monday through Saturday, 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 202-828-5600

Guardian rock and roll jamboree

A Mid Semester Jam!!

Friday night, October 14th, 7:00 p.m.

The Brothers of

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Mu Delta Chapter

and

The Brothers of

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
Beta Chapter

invite you to:

A Fall Mudder Jam!!!

Date: Saturday, November 10th, 1990
Time: 8:00 p.m.
Place: Marvin Center 1st Fl

2001 NV 126

ACROSS FROM TOWER RECORDS

Damage: $5.00 Gen. Admission

$2.00 Student with valid ID

$3.00 AKA & APhi

Definitely A Kappa Phi Joint

The Ladies of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Mu Delta Chapter

and

The Brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
Beta Chapter
Students unite in memory of Malcolm X

By D. Malcolm Carson

A large andydgment of Howard students crowded beneath the Student Center plaza yesterday to mourn the death of Malcolm X. "Malcolm X is a radical voice for the voiceless," a student later said at the memorial service in the Student Union.

The event was the culmination of Malcolm X's national tour, which ended in Chicago after the murder of the African American leader.

Malcolm X was assassinated on February 21, the day after he had addressed a conference in New York City.

The service included a prayer vigil, a moment of silence, and a reading of Malcolm X's achievements and contributions to the struggle for African American rights.

The memorial was attended by hundreds of students, faculty, and community members.


Tens of thousands march against U.S. Gulf deployment

By D. Malcolm Carson

President Bush's recent decision to send an additional 100,000 troops to the Middle East was met with widespread opposition across the country.

The decision was made in response to the growing threat posed by Iran and its allies in the region.

Protesters gathered in cities and towns across the country, calling for a peaceful resolution to the conflict.

Military recruitment of blacks suffers decline

By Fatima Cosby

The military's efforts to recruit black enlistees have faced significant challenges.

Recent data from the Department of Defense showed a decline in the number of black enlistees in the armed forces.

The decline is attributed to a variety of factors, including changes in recruiting strategies and increased competition from other industries.

The decline in recruitment has been particularly pronounced in the infantry and armor branches.

"We have been working hard to address these issues," said a Pentagon spokesperson.

But some analysts suggest that the decline may be a reflection of broader trends in black recruitment.

"The decline in black enlistment is part of a broader trend, not just within the military, but across the country," said one analyst.

"We're seeing a decrease in overall enlistment, and that's affecting all groups, not just blacks.

The decline is a cause for concern, but also an opportunity to adapt and improve our recruitment efforts.

We're working hard to address these challenges and ensure that the military remains a diverse and inclusive institution.

The military is committed to recruiting and retaining a diverse and capable force to meet the demands of today's global environment.

And we're committed to ensuring that the military remains a respected and valued part of our society.
Several members of The Blackman's Training Society achieve shining examples of disciplined young men.

Blackman's training society

attempts to develop boys into men

By Karmel Harris

News Staff Reporter

The training and serendipity of black music and being considered "the man" but "a man," in the purpose of the Blackman's Training Society (B.T.S.), according to Brother Daniel Dobson, secretary of the organization and a member of the Nation of Islam (N.O.I.).

Men of the N.O.I., on campus, wanted to create an organization that would incorporate the discipline and "righteous" practices of the N.O.I., but not only an organization for Muslims.

Any black man on campus can join the organization for self-development, along with those who attend the inner circle of the organization's code of conduct.

The mission of the B.T.S., is not permitted to drink, smoke, do drugs, pet animals, or write songs, or speak words that are considered evil. Building a person's power goes to address poetry and including a Band club.

Bertil Michael, a new executive officer (E.O.) of the organization and president of the group, said "it's serious to have a problem with women, they should go directly to the person and speak about it. Don't talk loudly about someone, because talking will be suffered.

"We are here to help black men develop, they close up their negative thoughts and actions," Dobson said.

The CEO, Michael 3X, adds that thought, comparing the Earth to all wrong-things and negative aspects, "When you have a force such as the Earth's gravity, it is hard to choose to be a planet, but once they reach a certain point in the atmosphere they break free of that central force."

"Once a man can escape from drugs, improper associations, and the knowledge, then he will be too hard for him to succeed," Michael 3X added.

Rahui and figures across the organization of each and every black thought, "It is the freedom of mind that gives you inner beauty."

If you believe in the laws of nature, you would not have any desire to have sex with your own sister, where you have sex with your own sister, where you have sex with your own sister, where you have sex with your own sister, a certain point in the atmosphere they break free of that central force."

"Once a man can escape from drugs, improper associations, and the knowledge, then he will be too hard for him to succeed," Michael 3X added.

Rahui and figures across the organization of each and every black thought, "It is the freedom of mind that gives you inner beauty."

If you believe in the laws of nature, you would not have any desire to have sex with your own sister, where you have sex with your own sister, where you have sex with your own sister, a certain point in the atmosphere they break free of that central force."

"Once a man can escape from drugs, improper associations, and the knowledge, then he will be too hard for him to succeed," Michael 3X added.
The anatomy of a shrewd shuttle flyer.

You always were quick on your feet, Pan Am. "WorldFlyer" - The Robert Proctor Traveler Program on the "BOO" will really get you on the winning side! Just drop off your airline ticket application at a Pan Am WorldFlyer desk, and get your Pan Am WorldFlyer ticket...
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Congratulations! You're on the scent of the Pan Am Shuttle's low one-way student fare of $69. But then you've always had a nose for a good deal.

Cheer on this... Travellers with taste know that there's no better way to travel between Boston, New York and Washington than the Pan Am Shuttle.

The Pan Am Shuttle low Youth Fares will leave you with more dough where it counts... in your hand.

* Your finger is a wonderful digit! Use it to order your shuttle tickets by making these digits... 1-800-348-8000... we'll take care of the rest!

* The $69 Youth Fare is valid Monday - Friday, 5:30 AM - 9:30 PM and 11:30 PM - 2:30 PM, and Saturday 3:30 AM - 9:30 PM. A $79 Youth Fare is available at all Stations and until 2:30 PM on Sunday. Reservations must be made by 9:00 PM on the day before departure. Youth fares are valid for passengers 21 years of age and older. (IA)
STDs, an ongoing concern

By Velicia Parks and Tristen Theatre
Milt Saff Newsman

Sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) are spreading rapidly. About 15 million Americans are infected each year. According to Dr. David B. Radel, director of health education, stds are one of the most dangerous STDs spreading rapidly throughout the Washington, D.C. area. More than 8,800 cases were reported in the nation's capital each year and growing rapidly. 36
cia by cases appear to be rising.

About nine million cases of gonorrhea occur in the United States each year and growing. The epidemic has risen dramatically in recent years and is widespread in the nation. The increase in cases is attributed to the widespread use of antibiotics in the treatment of gonorrhea, which has led to the emergence of antibiotic-resistant strains of the disease.

According to city-wide health officials, the most common symptoms of syphilis include ulcers or sores on the skin, which can develop into a painless red bump known as a chancre. Once infected, the bacteria can spread to other parts of the body, leading to the development of more chronic and serious conditions such as heart and brain damage.

The number of syphilis cases treated here last year increased dramatically by the end of 1990. A recent study released by the U.S. Medical Clinic in North Georgia, said, "Two million Americans are infected each year, and growing.
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The number of syphilis cases treated here last year increased dramatically by the end of 1990. A recent study released by the U.S. Medical Clinic in North Georgia, said, "Two million Americans are infected each year, and growing.

Virtually all symptomatic cases are caused by the chlamydia trachomatis bacteria infecting the urethra in men and the cervix in women. Chlamydia is the fastest spreading STD in the United States causing nearly one million new infections each year.

Eighty percent of the cases and 10 percent of the cases in young people do not express the symptoms of disease directly for several years, until painful irritation and pain in the joints, as well as redness of the eyes, occur. Although pain may vary, the most effective cure is with the antibiotic erythromycin. Pain in the joints can range from moderate to severe and may last for weeks to months.
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Men continued from page 10
be willing to invest enough time and effort through marriage and not just sexually. Once she gives her body to you, she has given you a piece of herself; for you to leave her is to steal her virtue on her own terms. Michael XX added.

Some female students further the positive aspects of the B.M.T. This is a non-denominational, non-sectarian organization in which brothers can hold with others brotherhood and develop their God-given gifts. The members of the organization believe that without knowledge of self one can never manifest his true self. "Womankind and ignominy will rise together, as faith is necessary for the elevation of most of the students on this campus," Michael XX said.

The brothers of the B.M.T. meet every Tuesday at 5 p.m. in Douglas Hall for mental training. Saturday at 9 a.m. the brothers meet for physical training, which includes extensive stretching and martial arts training in Ruby Center.

Lecture continued from page 8
which challenges me. According to Sims, in order to start because you need a good idea. When every one of your life, whatever you wish to attain, as you wish to believe in it." Betty Hughes, who is one of the coordinators for the lecture series, feels Sims has a "profound" effect on the students. The Region who is the presenter for the "Define Your Life" series has "achieved our goal.

Jeffrey T. Smith is a leader in the information management industry who will speak on Nov. 15. Jeffrey M. Nolte, who is the head of Mr. BMI, American Ins. and chairman of the American Business Bank, will speak on Wednesday, Sept. 19, at 12:15 p.m. in the Tucker-Breed Academic Center.

"Education is the successor of industry and is essential for economic growth," Smith will state in his lecture. He will also have a question and answer session following his presentation. The lecture is free to the public.

Work continued from page 2
some students find it necessary to work in order to pay for their tuition fees. These students range from those who have financial aid packages to those who are working to pay for their own education. Those students who do not have financial aid packages often find it necessary to work in order to pay for their tuition fees.

According to Sims, in order to start because you need a good idea. When every one of your life, whatever you wish to attain, as you wish to believe in it." Betty Hughes, who is one of the coordinators for the lecture series, feels Sims has a "profound" effect on the students. The Region who is the presenter for the "Define Your Life" series has "achieved our goal.

Jeffrey T. Smith is a leader in the information management industry who will speak on Nov. 15. Jeffrey M. Nolte, who is the head of Mr. BMI, American Ins. and chairman of the American Business Bank, will speak on Wednesday, Sept. 19, at 12:15 p.m. in the Tucker-Breed Academic Center.

"Education is the successor of industry and is essential for economic growth," Smith will state in his lecture. He will also have a question and answer session following his presentation. The lecture is free to the public.

"We're placing on a daily basis," said Dixon. "We tabulate student qualities with those qualifications that fit the job description and then we either accept or reject." Dixon said the only way we're going to get to the point where we can implement some of the recommendations is through the administration.

"We're placing on a daily basis," said Dixon. "We tabulate student qualities with those qualifications that fit the job description and then we either accept or reject." Dixon said the only way we're going to get to the point where we can implement some of the recommendations is through the administration.
Spikers choke, lose in semis

By Christopher Taylor

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Baltimore--Nov. 1, Up 10-1 in the third and final set of the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference Volleyball Tournament, it appeared that the Howard University volleyball team had it all in the bag. But Howard women's volleyball faced elimination from the tournament in the second round of the MEA C tournament Friday at Greene Stadium.


Howard's first and second set victories, as well as having a 2-1 lead in the third set, left most fans wondering if a Bison victory was in question. But it was far from certain.

Not only was Morgan State playing with a new spark, but Howard had a number of players out due to injury or illness. Being one of the key players for Howard, senior outside hitter Espiney was unable to play Friday due to a rib injury. Matilda Williams, a junior middle hitter, was out with a foot injury. And senior outside hitter Aisha Waller was out with a lower back injury.

Without the help of the key players, the Bison were able to hold off Morgan State and advance to the MEA C championship game Sunday against Winston-Salem State.


Howard led 2-1 in the third set, but Morgan State fought back to tie it at 27-27. Howard then went on to score the last three points to win the match.

Howard's victory sets up a MEA C championship game Sunday against Winston-Salem State. The Bison will face the Winner of the MEA C championship game Saturday afternoon.

Howard has already defeated Morgan State twice, the first time by 30-25, 30-27, 27-30 and the second time by 30-27, 30-25, 27-30.

Howard's next match is against the Winston-Salem State University Lady Rams.

The Bison won the first two sets, then lost the third before coming back to win the final two sets.
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The Bison won the first two sets, then lost the third before coming back to win the final two sets.
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Howard Taekwondo member reaches for success

By Richard Flowers and Melanie Brooks

“Now I can do my own decisions,” said Ryan Hill, a senior in the school’s wrestling team. “A lot of students are stuck in their own little world, but I can decide what I want to do.”

Hill, a 5-10, 160-pound wrestler, has been a member of the Taekwondo team for three years. He has won several tournaments and has qualified for the national championships.

“Taekwondo has taught me discipline and how to control my emotions,” said Hill. “I’ve learned to never give up, even when things don’t go my way.”

Hill’s advice to other students who want to try Taekwondo is to “just go for it. You never know what you might discover about yourself.”

“I have found a passion for Taekwondo and I’ve never looked back,” said Hill. “It’s been a great experience.”

For more information visit the University Bookstore or contact Myrtle Crabb at 806-6565
HILLTOPS

HAPPENINGS

THE LADIES OF ALPHA CHAPTER DELTA SIGMA THETA, SORORITY, INC. presented "Afro-American Women and Reproductive Rights: An Awareness Program" on October 21, 1990. The event was entitled "Women's Health: An Awareness Program." School of Business Auditorium.

THE LADIES OF ALPHA DELTA SIGMA THETA, SORORITY, INC. presented the "Ladies of 1976," a program featuring "Afro-American Women and Reproductive Rights: An Awareness Program" on October 21, 1990. The event was entitled "Women's Health: An Awareness Program." School of Business Auditorium.

Harvest.

THE ADAYS OF ALPHAVIAPRIL TO JUNE.

Black operated shelter.ing Back 3047 Lslh
ccc Harvest. Can Food/Clothing Drive Nov.

JNC 22nd Alpha Omner will be sponsoring our "Proj­
INC, present the Annual 1990 J ABBER­
1990 $0.00 Sponsored by Frazier H&ll.

ARTHUR ANDERSON AND COMP.

FIRST AMERICAN BANK.

I.

School of

12:00 noon 214
in all dorms and Blackburn Center.

This

Meridian
'
'of

EOWARO OEAS •

in

Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.

BlackWm.

Business Auditorium.

and

much more!

We ask that you please donate any food or
used and unwanted books with resale value.

Presenting Its Annual ALPHA WEEK Nov.

Stasi 797-2811 Melissa 319-9246

Atlanta presents: Thanksgiving in
Atlanta. Departing: November 21st. Return­
ing: November 25th reserve seats now!!

MUTUALLY.

*,

The RUSSIANS ARE COMING!!! To the
Burr Gym Friday Nov. 16 to play the Lady
Bison at 7 p.m.. Be there for this
international game against the Russian Na­
tional Team from Moscow.

PERSONALS

Irene Selbe—Hope you had a happy
Thanksgiving. You are still enough to
me, you are a wonderful person.

DEAS DELICATESSEN

NEW OPENING AT 2910 GEORGI A AVENUE N.W.

(1960 W. 31st)

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL BUSINESS WEEK CONFERENCE

NOVEMBER 16 - NOVEMBER 19, 1990

AFRICAN AMERICANS: "THE NEED FOR ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT"

BUSINESS WEEK BANQUET: FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1990

WASHINGTON HILTON HOTEL

6:30pm - 10:30pm

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: MR. FRANK SAVAGE

SENIOR VICE-PRESIDENT, EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE

HOWARD ALUMNI, 1962

CORPORATE SPONSORS INCLUDE:

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS STUDENT COUNCIL

PRESENTS

HINTS TO PURCHASE YOUR 1990 BUSINESS WEEK BANQUET TICKETS TODAY!!

SIGN-UP FOR BANQUET SEATING

STUDENT LOUNGE, STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICE (202) 806-1516